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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 

 
1. MGT Management Inc. (“Management”) is a corporation registered under to the 

Ontario Business Registry with a registration date of February 13, 2015.  MGT 

Aggregate Products Inc. (“Aggregate”) is registered under the Alberta Corporate 

Registration System with a registration date of December 4, 2015.  Management 

together with Aggregate (collectively “MGT” or the “Debtors”) are privately owned 

corporations which operated a limestone quarry in Clearwater, AB. 

 

2. Management is indebted to the Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”) with respect to 

certain credit facilities made available by RBC pursuant to and under the terms of an 

Amended and Restated Loan Agreement dated May 10, 2017 and accepted on May 15, 

2017; as amended by: (a) Loan Amendment Agreement dated June 30, 2020; (b) 

Amended and Restated Loan Agreement dated July 2, 2021; and (c) Loan Amendment 

Agreement dated August 10, 2021. 

 
3. Aggregate is indebted to RBC with respect to certain credit facilities made 

available by RBC pursuant to and under the terms of a Credit Agreement dated July 2, 

2021 and accepted on July 8, 2021. 

 

4. On March 4, 2022, RBC made written demand on MGT for payment of the 

indebtedness (the “MGT Demand Letters”). The MGT Demand Letters were 

accompanied by a Notice of Intention to Enforce Security addressed to MGT and 

prepared pursuant to subsection 244(1) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 

1985 c. B-3, as amended from time to time (“BIA”).  At the time of the demand, MGT 

was indebted to RBC in the amount of approximately $1,207,525. 
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5. On application by RBC, the Debtor’s senior secured lender, BDO Canada Limited 

(“BDO”) was appointed as the Receiver (the “Receiver”), without security, of all of 

the assets, undertakings and properties of MGT, pursuant to the order of the 

Honourable Justice Hollins made December 2, 2022 (the “Receivership Order”), a 

copy of which is annexed as Exhibit “A”. 

 

6. The Receiver has retained MLT Aikins LLP as its independent legal counsel. 

 

7. The purposes of this Report are to: 

 
(a)  inform this Honourable Court of the activities of the Receiver taken to 

date, in particular with respect to the recovery of certain equipment 

(the “Assets”) owned by MGT and to request the Court’s approval of the 

actions of the Receiver taken to date; 

(b)  advise of the proposed liquidation of the Assets via public auction using 

the liquidator recommended in the Confidential Supplemental report 

and to seek this Honourable Court’s approval of the auction proposal 

(the “Sale”); 

(c)  to request approval and direction to complete the Sale of the Assets via 

public auction with the liquidator; and 

(d)  to request a sealing order sealing the Confidential Supplemental report 

to this First report, in order to preserve the integrity of the sales and 

marketing process, until the Sale of the Assets is completed, or until 

further Order of this Honourable Court. 
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8. The Receiver reserves the right to refine or amend its comments and findings 

as further information is obtained or brought to its attention subsequent to the date of 

this First Report.  

BACKGROUND 

 
9. Management together with Aggregate are privately owned corporations which 

operated a limestone quarry in Clearwater, AB.  Operations ceased immediately 

following the Receiver’s appointment. 

 

10. The Clearwater, AB quarry is owned by the Province and MGT operated from 

the quarry pursuant to a sublease held with the registered lessor, Burnco Rock 

Products Ltd. (“Burnco”). 

 

11. RBC was MGT’s primary operating lender.  As security for its obligations to RBC, 

MGT granted a security interest to RBC including without limitation General Security 

Agreements (“GSA”) dated November 17, 2014, April 11, 2018, and February 18, 2016 

along with a Security Agreement (Chattel Mortgage) dated September 13, 2018.  The 

GSA grants to RBC a security interest in the Debtors’ present and after-acquired 

property to secure payment of all present and future obligations of the Debtors to 

RBC. 

 
12. Prior to its appointment, legal counsel representing Accord Small Business 

Finance Corp. (“Accord”), requested the Receiver forego recovery of equipment 

subject to an Intercreditor Agreement between Accord and RBC, advising that Accord 

would repossess and sell equipment subject to its security on its own.  Under the 

Intercreditor Agreement, RBC acknowledged priority to Accord with respect to certain 
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pieces of equipment.  The Receiver agreed to forego recovery of Accord’s equipment 

pending an independent legal opinion relative to the Intercreditor Agreement and a 

future accounting of sale proceeds with any surplus to be paid to the Receiver. 

INITIAL RECEIVERSHIP ACTIVITIES 

 
13. Following the granting of the Receivership Order on December 2, 2022, the 

Receiver notified the principal of MGT, Mike Tomlinson, of its appointment and that it 

had no intention of continuing operations. 

 

14. The Receiver engaged a liquidator, McDougall Auctioneers Ltd. (“McDougall”), 

to recover certain MGT equipment from the Clearwater, AB quarry.  McDougall had 

familiarity with MGT’s equipment having completed a prior appraisal on behalf of RBC. 

 
15. The Receiver also engaged third party security to monitor activity at the quarry 

and to deter theft or vandalism to MGT’s assets, given nature of the Assets (equipment 

and aggregate inventory) and remote location. 

 

16. On December 3, 2022, the Receiver attended the Clearwater, AB quarry and 

met with Mr. Tomlinson, to discuss its mandate and to obtain pertinent information 

and to secure books and records located on site. 

 
17. Recovery of MGT’s equipment, excluding the Accord equipment, commenced 

on December 3, 2022 and was completed by McDougall over the course of several 

weeks with the equipment being transported to their secure facility located in Nisku, 

AB. 
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18. During this period, in the interest of maximizing recovery, the Receiver 

investigated a potential “turn-key” sale of MGT’s assets to another operator.  This 

included a potential assignment/extension of the existing Operator Agreement (quarry 

sublease) which term expired on April 30, 2023.  Following engagement with Burnco, 

who were not receptive to granting an extension beyond expiry of the existing term, 

these efforts quickly came to an end. 

 
19. The Receiver coordinated an updated survey of aggregate quantities located on 

site at the Clearwater, AB quarry with a view of realizing on same.  Sale of the 

aggregate inventory to Burnco is pending. 

 

20. The books and records of MGT, which were not up to date, reported accounts 

receivable of $3.3 million.  The Receiver’s collection efforts to date have included the 

following: 

 
1. Retention of former MGT bookkeeper, on a temporary contract basis, to 

complete customer invoicing up to the date of the Receiver’s appointment; 

2. Obtained access to MGT’s accounting system, which was being administered 

by a third party, for purposes of generating financial reporting and customer 

invoices; 

3. Issued 2 series of collection letters to MGT’s customers; and 

4. Engaged with various customers of MGT in response to our A/R collection 

letters. 

 
A total of $109,498 has been collected to date.  General feedback from MGT’s 

customers is as follows: 
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1. They have never had business dealings with MGT; 

2. Payment of their account was made to MGT long ago with no balance 

remaining; and 

3. Payment was made previously to factoring companies who had entered into 

agreements with MGT prior to the Receiver’s appointment and without the 

knowledge or consent of RBC. 

 

Based on the foregoing, prospects of recovery relative to remaining accounts 

receivable are not promising. 

 

21. On December 12, 2022, the Receiver prepared and issued the prescribed 

notices and statements of the Receiver pursuant to sections 245 (1) and 246 (1) of the 

BIA, which were sent to known creditors. 

RECOMMENDED DISPOSITION STRATEGY 

 
22. Pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver is authorized to market for 

sale any or all of MGT’s property and negotiate such terms and conditions of sale as 

the Receiver in its discretion may deem appropriate. 

 

23. Following recovery of the equipment, and subsequent evaluation, McDougall 

supplied the Receiver with an updated appraisal which is annexed as Confidential 

Exhibit “A” to the Confidential Supplement of this First Report and subject to the 

sealing order requested herein. 

 
24. McDougall also supplied a liquidation proposal, dealing exclusively with 

equipment subject to RBC’s security, which is annexed as Confidential Exhibit “B” to 
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the Confidential Supplement of this First Report and subject to the sealing order 

requested herein. 

 

25. The Receiver incurred costs of $116,837 in connection with recovery of MGT’s 

equipment.  On this basis, and when factoring McDougall’s commission structure vis a 

vis known competitors, the Receiver elected to forego additional liquidation proposals 

as the incremental cost of relocating the equipment to an alternate liquidator would 

likely outweigh any benefit. 

 

26. The Receiver considers McDougall’s liquidation proposal to be fair and 

commercially reasonable as it provides for: (i) a net minimum guarantee (“NMG”) for 

MGT’s equipment subject to RBC’s security; (ii) a threshold in excess of the NMG which 

provides more upside potential to the estate; (iii) the proposal avoids the incremental 

cost of relocating the equipment. 

 

27. McDougall’s proposal contemplates conducting an online auction from its 

secure storage facility in Nisku, AB from which the equipment is presently located.  

Advertising of the public auction is contemplated over a three week period consisting 

of notification to McDougall’s existing pre-qualified buyers, internet advertising, direct 

mailings, and newspaper advertisements.  The auction is to be completed via online 

bidding to maximize exposure of the equipment to the marketplace. 
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RECEIVER’S REQUEST TO INCREASE THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGE 

 
28. Paragraph 18 of the Receivership Order granted a charge (the “Receiver’s 

Charge”) over MGT’s assets to the extent of $200,000, as security for professional fees 

and disbursements. 

 

29. The Receiver has incurred costs well in excess of $200,000 which are 

summarized below (inclusive of taxes and disbursements): 

1. BDO Receiver Fees - $173,339 (April 30, 2023) 
2. MLT Aikins - $44,490 (March 31, 2023) 
3. Security Costs - $80,115 
4. Equipment Recovery - $116,837 
5. Miscellaneous - $1,293 
 
Total - $416,074 

 
 

30. Based on the foregoing, and when factoring future costs of the receivership 

administration, the Receiver requests an increase to the Receiver’s Charge to 

$500,000. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
31. The Receiver is satisfied that its recommended disposition strategy will 

sufficiently expose for Sale the Assets of MGT to the marketplace.  The Receiver’s 

recommendation is supported by RBC. 

32. Accordingly, the Receiver respectfully requests an order: 

(i) Approving the Receiver’s activities as set out herein; 

(ii) Authorizing and approving McDougall’s liquidation proposal and the 

transaction contemplated thereby; 
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(iii) Providing for the vesting of the Assets in the purchasers;  

(iv) Authorizing an increase to the Receiver’s Charge in an aggregate 

amount of $500,000; and 

(v) Sealing the Sealed Portion of the First Report. 

 

 

All of which is respectfully submitted this 5th day of June, 2023. 

 

 
BDO CANADA LIMITED 
in its capacity as the Court-appointed Receiver of 
MGT Management Inc. and MGT Aggregate Products Inc. 
and not in its personal or corporate capacity 

 
 
 

 
 Per:                

Name: Christopher Mazur, CIRP, LIT 
Title:  Partner/Senior Vice President 
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A. the court or body having jurisdiction under the law pursuant to

which the order was made to enable the Receiver to contest the

order; or

B. the court having jurisdiction in bankruptcy for the purposes of

assessing the economic viability of complying with the order; or

(iii) if the Receiver had, before the order was made, abandoned or renounced or

been divested of any interest in any real property affected by the condition

or damage.

LIMITATION ON THE RECEIVER'S LIABILITY 

17. Except for gross negligence or wilful misconduct, as a result of its appointment or carrying

out the provisions of this Order the Receiver shall incur no liability or obligation that

exceeds an amount for which it may obtain full indemnity from the Property. Nothing in

this Order shall derogate from any limitation on liability or other protection afforded to the

Receiver under any applicable law, including, without limitation, Section 14.06, 81.4(5) or

81.6(3) of the BIA.

RECEIVER'S ACCOUNTS 

18. The Receiver and counsel to the Receiver shall be paid their reasonable fees and 

disbursements, in each case, incurred at their standard rates and charges. The Receiver and 

counsel to the Receiver shall be entitled to the benefits of and are hereby granted a charge 

(the "Receiver's Charge") on the Property, which charge shall not exceed an aggregate 

amount of $200,000, as security for their professional fees and disbursements incurred 

both before and after the making of this Order in respect of these proceedings, and the 

Receiver's Charge shall form a first charge on the Property in priority to all security 

interests, trusts, deemed trusts, liens, charges and encumbrances, statutory or otherwise, in 

favour of any Person but subject to section 14.06(7), 81.4(4) and 81.6(2) of the BIA.

19. The Receiver and its legal counsel shall pass their accounts from time to time.

20. Prior to the passing of its accounts, the Receiver shall be at liberty from time to time to 

apply reasonable amounts, out of the monies in its hands, against its fees and 

disbursements, including the legal fees and disbursements, incurred at the normal rates and
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